4 or 8 Channel Smart HD Video
Security System with 2TB HD

Anytime, Anywhere Viewing with 3xLOGIC’s
Free Mobile App

Protect your business with the power of
3xLOGIC. Featuring 4 or 8 bullet or dome
style cameras, clear high definition video
ensures you’ll never miss out on important
details. Superior video surveillance has
never been so easy to achieve at such an
affordable price!

704x480

Motion-Activated Recording with Push
Notifications

1280x720

1920x1080

3xLOGIC Small Business System cameras provide full
1080p video for smooth, clear playback of recorded
footage, allowing you to capture far greater detail
than lower resolution cameras. 50°
Wide Field-of-View (FoV) Coverage
ANGEL FIRE

3xLOGIC cameras provide an 85°
FoV (twice that of the standard 42˚
FoV of most cameras)
with picture
25°
36°
perfect 16:9 wide-screen viewing. This
expanded view offers a better picture
while monitoring larger and distant
areas with ease.
FLIR

Watch your business from anywhere in the world on your
smart device with 3xLOGIC’s View Lite II app (iPhone®/
iPad®/Android™). Whether
you’re stepping out for a
bank deposit or finally taking
that vacation you’ve been
planning all year, 3xLOGIC
has you covered and keeps
you connected.
The View Lite II mobile app
allows you to quickly and
easily playback video from
multiple cameras in one
screen. View Lite II allows
users to create “views”
(custom layouts of cameras) and view multiple cameras
from an unlimited number of locations directly from a
smart device or PC. For example, a business owner can
view cash register activity in all four checkout lanes of
their store(s) on one screen. View Lite II enables you to
monitor your cameras simultaneously, without switching
apps or devices.

SYSTEM FEATURES
High Definition Video

ANGEL FIRE

85°
42°

AXIS

Weather-Resistant Indoor/Outdoor IR Cameras

Don’t want to spend
your nights monitoring a
closed store? No problem.
3xLOGIC’s NVR provides
the ability to record on
motion. You can even
set the motion detection
“zone” of each individual
camera to monitor certain
areas. Receive a push
notification directly to
your smart device when
motion is detected in the
selected zone.

3xLOGIC cameras are equipped for low-light vision
up to 98 feet, and include auto IR cut filter sensors
that produce a clear and crisp image day or night.
3xLOGIC cameras are designed for both indoor
and outdoor use. Bad weather is never an issue for
3xLOGIC bullet and dome style cameras which are
rated IP66 weather-resistant and can withstand
conditions such as rain, sleet and snow.
Event/Tampering Alerts
The 3xLOGIC NVR system protects
you from intrusion and vandalism
by providing tamper alerts if
anyone attempts to change any
of the camera positions, block
a camera view or cut cabling
without your knowledge. Push
notifications are sent directly to
your smart device or PC.
Large Storage Capacity and Easy Video Review
The 3xLOGIC V250 NVR comes with a 2TB hard drive
allowing you to store days of video. The NVR utilizes
both H.264 and proprietary compression and
capture technologies which allows you to record
even longer. Each camera can be set to record
constantly or customized to record based on motion
activation or at scheduled times. Searching and
reviewing your video is made easy with the option
of searching by time or by event.

Protect Your Business
and Staff and Gain
Peace of Mind

If your needs change, you can always expand the
system to up to 6TB’s of storage. 3xLOGIC NVR hard
drives provide fast read/write times and reliable
recording of your video security footage.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Channels:

Cameras:

NVR Hard Drive:
Max Hard Drive Capacity:
Camera Connectivity:
Camera Resolution:
Field-of-View:
Camera Lens Size:
IR Range:
Indoor or Outdoor Use:
Camera Operating Temp:
Warranty:

4 (V250-4-SMBK-4B) or (V250-4-SMDK-4D)
8 (V250-8-SMBK-4B4D), (V250-8-SMBK-8B)
or (V250-8-SMBK-8D)
4 - Bullet cameras (V250-4-SMBK-4B) or
4 - Dome cameras (V250-4-SMBK-4D) or
8 - (4 Bullet and 4 Dome) cameras
(V250-8-SMBK-4B4D) or
8 - Bullet cameras (V250-8-SMBK-8B) or
8 - Dome cameras (V250-8-SMBK-8D)
2TB
6TB
Wired, Power over Ethernet (PoE) on
CAT5e
2MP
85°
4mm
Up to 98 feet (30 meters)
IP66 minimum rated cameras
-22°F ~ 140°F (-30°C ~ 60°C)
3 Years

WHAT’S INCLUDED


4 or 8-Channel NVR with pre-installed 2TB Hard Drive



4 or 8 2MP Indoor/Outdoor Bullet or Dome Cameras



Mouse



Keyboard



Quick Setup Guides
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